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Objectives for Today

✓To increase your understanding of 
Pathological Demand Avoidance (PDA)

✓To help develop specific strategies for 
working with children who have PDA
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How we will do this? – our agenda

1. Key resources

2. What we know…..

3. So what…..
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How we will do this? – our agenda

1. Key resources

2. What we know…..

3. So what…..
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Discuss as we go



The key resources….
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General

School The Distinctive Clinical and 
Educational Needs of
Children with Pathological 
Demand Avoidance
Syndrome: Guidelines for Good 
Practice 
Phil Christie, UK

Online
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A Short History Lesson!

 PDA first recognised in the 1980s 

 Elizabeth Newson studied a group of young people 
who exhibited features of Autism, but were 
somewhat different!

 The fact that there were so many young people with 
‘similar profiles’ led her to describe PDA as a 
development disorder distinct from Autism

 Now viewed as part of the ASD spectrum
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PDA Society 
becomes a 

registered charity 
and holds first 
conference

PDA 
recognised 

as being part 
of the autistic 
spectrum by 

NAS

First peer 
reviewed 
paper by 

Newson et al. 
(2003)
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“PDA is already a very real clinical problem…Intervention and treatment 
currently rest almost entirely on guesswork, clinical experience and trial and 
error. It is one of the most ‘difficult to treat” constellations of problems in 
the whole of child and adolescent psychiatry.

Strategies developed for ASD, ODD and ADHD are often ineffective and 
parents, teachers and clinicians may be driven half crazy by the child’s 
stubborn refusal to cooperate and by avoidant…behaviours””

Professor Christopher Gillberg, University of Gothenburg, June 2015

“Diagnostically the PDA sub-group is recognisable and has implications for 
management and support.”
Dr Judith Gould, consultant clinical psychologist, Lead Consultant at the Lorna Wing Centre for Autism

Professional Viewpoints



All ASDs (inc. PDA) are Pervasive 
Developmental Disorders

Pervasive – the impact can be seen in all of a child’s 
development

Developmental – the disorder is present at birth and                 
becomes more apparent as the child develops

Disorder – more than just a delay
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A lifelong condition
© PDA Society 2016 Source: Christie, 2013



What causes PDA?
 Likely to have a biological or genetic link*

 NOT caused by upbringing

 NOT caused by social circumstances

 NOT caused by parents

 NOT caused by the individual with the condition

11© PDA Society 2016 *Source: Newson (1999)



PDA Key Characteristics
 Resists ordinary demands with strategies that often appear 

to be socially manipulative or social in nature

 Surface sociability – more than you might expect with autism, 
but apparent lack of social responsibility (e.g. of age or 
hierarchy)

 Lability of mood, impulsive

 Controlling behaviour towards others

 Comfortable in role play and pretending

 Obsessive behaviour
 Passive early history, language delay, neurological involvement

12
Source: adapted from Newson et al. (2003) and O’Nions (2015)
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Every individual is different….
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Tourette's

“Classic” 
Autism

Asperger 
Syndrome

PDA

Tourette's

Dyslexia

Dyspraxia

OCD

ADHD
Autistic Spectrum Disorder Profiles

Other Difficulties

Many Possibilities
PDA + Dyslexia + Dyspraxia
PDA + ADHD
PDA + Asperger
PDA + Learning Difficulties

© PDA Society 2016
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A sample of 138 children of parents attending 
the 2015 conference had an average of 2.5 
diagnoses per child
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Are we reaching a tipping point?
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 50% clinicians prepared to diagnose 
PDA specifically

 Further 20% would diagnose ASD but 
describe the specific difficulties linked 
to PDA….. Why??

 Increasing recognition that a tailored 
approach is required to best support 
the individual

 But – still rare and little academic 
research so more research and 
awareness raising is needed

Source: PDA Society 2016

PDA Society Research



Raising Awareness
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Emerging themes from clinics
 Despite fluent expressive language, understanding is 

often not so robust

 The individual can have difficulties with the time it 
takes to process information

 Fluency can mislead those communicating with them 
and contribute to behavioural issues

17© PDA Society 2016 Source: Christie, 2015



A thought on trust....
 “For the vast majority of people on 

the spectrum autism can be best 
understood as a disability of trust:

 Trusting ones body

 Trusting the world around one

 Trusting other people

 “The opposite of anxiety isn’t calm; 
it’s trust”

18© PDA Society 2016 Source: Prizant, 2016



In a nutshell......

“PDA is best understood as 

an anxiety-driven need to be in control 

and avoid other peoples’ demands 

and expectations”

19

Source: Christie et al. (2012)

© PDA Society 2016



Direct Demands can be many and cumulative
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“Wake up – get up –
wash your face –
put your clothes on 
– brush your hair –
eat your breakfast –
take your tablets –
go to the toilet – get
your bag – repack
your bag – get your 
coat – what do you 
mean you don’t 
know where your 
coat is? – get your 
lunchbox”

“Put your shoes 

on – quick, get 

your coat, hurry 
up the bus will be 

here soon!”

“Come on, 

the bus is here 

now!”

ANXIETY

OVERLOAD

Source: Duncan (2016)© PDA Society 2016



Indirect Demands
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What demand avoidance techniques might you see?
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 Distraction – “look at that”

 Procrastination – “I’ll do it soon”

 Making Excuses – “I can’t do that”

 Physically Incapacitating self – “my legs don’t work”

 Withdrawing into fantasy – “but I’m a tractor and they 
don’t have hands”

 Reducing meaningful conversation – mimics or bombards

 Being completely compliant - under the radar

 Taking Control – helps reduce anxiety



Latest Research

23© PDA Society 2016 Source: University of Newcastle, 2016

The Issue

Levels of anxiety and 
overall Intolerance of 
Uncertainty (IU) much 
higher amongst children 
with PDA profile

Hierarchy of Response

Behaviour aimed to 
achieve control

Withdrawal into 
fantasy

Emotional 
Outburst

“If IU and anxiety can help us to understand why children 
with PDA display the behaviours they do, then developing 
interventions that help children to cope better with IU and 
anxiety might be useful starting points”



Demands = High Anxiety = 

24

REFUSING HITTING KICKING

SHOUTING AVOIDING SWEARING

HOME DAMAGE SELF HARM MELTDOWNS

It’s actually a panic attack

Source: Duncan(2016)© PDA Society 2016
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..the worry bucket has overflowed

Source: Duncan(2016)© PDA Society 2016



So how does it feel to have PDA?
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“It makes me feel afraid 
when people look at me but 
I don’t know why”

© PDA Society 2016

“It makes me feel sad when I get so angry I 
hit people.
My insides feel tight and I can’t hear properly.
After I don’t remember what I’ve done”

“Although I am 
acting angry 
what I am feeling 
is terror”



Remember.....

“There is a real coping problem here, which has to be 

recognised; the problem is an incapacity rather 

than naughtiness. 

The child literally does not know by nature how to behave 
and is deeply confused.

‘Being told’ cannot solve the problem, and nor can 
sanctions.”

27

Source: Newson (1988)

© PDA Society 2016



The fundamental response…
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Or for 
some…..

http://skreened.com/render-product/l/d/u/lduvcapvwazteuqaacha/fight-or-flight-checkbox-2.american-apparel-youth-tee.light-blue.w760h760.jpg


PDA, ODD & Attachment Disorder
 Oppositional Defiant Disorder - persistent ‘negative, hostile 

and defiant behaviour’ towards authority
 Attachment Disorder: ‘inhibited, emotionally withdrawn 

behaviour’, ‘a persistent social or emotional disturbance’, 
‘extremes of insufficient care’

 PDA is more than this; the avoidance and need to control is 
rooted in anxiety and alongside genuine difficulties in social 
understanding

 PDA is an Autism Spectrum Disorder. The others are not.
 Children described as having ODD refuse and are 

oppositional but don’t use the range of other strategies
 Positive parenting courses may help with ODD; less often 

the case with PDA

© PDA Society 2016 29



Caregivers have a choice
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How to help a panda
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How do we make decisions?
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Our beliefs guide us
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..and beliefs can be unconscious
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How do we change habits?

35

 A habit is the coming 
together of knowledge, 
skill and willpower

 Knowledge is the what to 
do, and why

 Skill is the how to do 

 Willpower is the 
motivation, the want to do

© PDA Society 2016 Source: Covey: 7 Habits, 

Knowledge

Willpower Skill

Adapted from Stephen Covey
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PDA Specific Advice….
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Personal Mindset
 Flexible/Imaginative

 Positive – in outlook and body language

 Calm and level 

 See the strengths of the child and play to them

 Build relationship / earn trust daily

 Play the long game – building personal 

understanding and self esteem

© PDA Society 2016 37Source: adapted from Yates, 2011
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Safety First



Be non confrontational

 Trying to make a point at 
the time they are finding 
it difficult to process 
information is unlikely to 
work

 Confrontation likely to 
trigger fight/flight or 
freeze

39© PDA Society 2016



Make “non demand time”

 Break the cycle

 “Anxiety Detox”
(phrase coined by Jane Sherwin, 
www.understandingpda.com )

40© PDA Society 2016

http://www.understandingpda.com/


Look at your own mood
 Are you the right person 

to be dealing with your 
child right now?

 Are you in the right frame 
of mind?

 Are you too emotionally 
involved to be able to 
help at this time?

41© PDA Society 2016



Stay Calm or get out!
 The child has their own difficulties in keeping calm; it 

won’t help if you don’t stay calm and detached in heated 
situations and allow things to become personal. 

42© PDA Society 2016



Keep voice and tone neutral
 Your child may be hyper 

sensitive to any hostility or 
judgement in your voice or 
body language

 Think of the 3 Ts (Text, 
Tone, Timing)

 Communicate calmly and 
quietly. If they see that you 
are not feeling threatened 
it will help them feel safe.

43© PDA Society 2016



Allow plenty of time

 Time creates its own set of 
demands

 “More haste, less speed”

44© PDA Society 2016



Keep Demands and expectations simple

 Expectations create 
demands (for you and the 
child)

 The child might have 
difficulty processing 
information at times of 
high stress

45© PDA Society 2016



Using indirect demands (1)

 De-personalise demands or use third person (doll, 
puppet etc) – e.g. “the government makes the rules, 
not me”

 Use distraction – “I wonder if we could play with the 
lego while...”

 Use humour

 Make things into a game (but control any of your 
own competitive urges!)

46© PDA Society 2016



Using indirect demands (2)

 Use imagination – e.g. “Today’s challenge, should 
you accept the mission is to.....”

 Act dumb or use general “talking aloud” statements 
– e.g. “maybe we should all walk slowly to the 
table”, “I wonder if anyone wants to choose which 
seat they sit in”,  “I wonder if Tony knows how to put 
his clothes on, I’ll just have to see”, “I bet you can’t 
finish getting dressed before I do”

47© PDA Society 2016



Using indirect demands
 De-personalise demands or use third person (doll, puppet etc) – e.g. “the 

government makes the rules, not me”

 Use distraction – “I wonder if we could play with the lego while...”

 Use humour

 Make things into a game (but the child must win!)

 Use imagination – e.g. “Today’s challenge, should you accept the mission is 
to.....”

 Act dumb or use general “talking aloud” statements – e.g. “maybe we 
should all walk slowly to the table”, “I wonder if anyone wants to choose 
which seat they sit in”,  “I wonder if Tony knows how to put his clothes on, 
I’ll just have to see”, “I bet you can’t finish getting dressed before I do”

48© PDA Society 2016



When we have to say no
 Denying requests is often a trigger for sudden extreme 

behaviours – so choose your battles

 Be clear about why we are denying a request – 3rd party 
influence can help (e.g. it’s the law)

 Avoid use of emotionally loaded words such as “can’t” or “no”

 Stay calm, stay neutral, deliver the news in a matter of fact 
way. Don’t show your frustration or other emotion in your 
body language

 Be clear about when “no” is situational and when things can 
return to normal

 Offer alternatives / redirect attention

49© PDA Society 2016



When we want to stop a 
behaviour taking place

 Be non-confrontational

 Use a distraction technique - if you can

 Ignore – if you can

 Try to suggest an alternative that can’t be interpreted as 
critical or hostile

 Try to help the child maintain some control over the 
situation by giving choices

50© PDA Society 2016



Managing meltdowns

 Safety first

 Only restrain if child in danger; follow at a distance if 
running

 Agree safe spaces for retreat and recovery

 Keep as calm as you can – NB. it’s a panic attack!

 Say very little – reassure – be non-confrontational

 Preserve everyone's dignity and move on

51© PDA Society 2017



Moving On
 Afterwards feelings of 

embarrassment or guilt are 
common

52© PDA Society 2016

 Deal with what has to be dealt 
with, but then draw a line under 
it and get back to normality

 Failing to do this may well take 
away the control your child has 
regained and the situation may 
escalate once again



Rewards!

 Star charts and behavioural strategies can work but 
are not consistently successful for PDA children

 Parents say rewards for their PDA children need to 
be more tangible and immediate than for their 
other children....... But.....

 Rewards can create their own demands (win/lose 
pressure), or lead child to think they’ve been 
‘tricked’

 Don’t take away a reward that’s been earned

 Introducing ‘surprise’ rewards or perks can be 
effective as can linking rewards to areas of interest

 And, what works today might not work tomorrow!

53© PDA Society 2016



Sanctions - Be very careful

54

“There is a real coping problem here, which has to be recognised; the 
problem is an incapacity rather than naughtiness. 

The child literally does not know by nature how to behave and is 
deeply confused.

‘Being told’” cannot solve the problem, and nor can sanctions.”
Source: Newson (1988)

Teach the benefits of cooperation, not the 
confrontation that will come from sanctions

© PDA Society 2016



What will be your parenting style?

55© PDA Society 2016

Impose your will

Fixed boundaries

Rewards and 
Consequences

Managing 
behaviour

Collaboration

Flexibility

Indirect 
Affirmation

Developing skills 
and trust



Working with challenging children
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Working with challenging children
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Both start with a belief…
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“There is a real coping problem here, which has 
to be recognised; the problem is an 
incapacity rather than naughtiness. 

The child literally does not know by nature 
how to behave and is deeply confused.

‘Being told’” cannot solve the problem, and 
nor can sanctions.”

1. “Kids do well if they can”

2. “Doing well is always preferable to not 
doing well, but only if you have the skills 
to do so”



Both recognise the crucial role of 
demands and tolerance…

59© PDA Society 2016

Demands 
placed on 

a child

Child’s 
ability to 

cope
(tolerance)

Tolerance:
What can my 

child cope 
with?

Demand:
What is my 

child asked to 
do?



Three Steps

60© PDA Society 2016 Source: 
www.livesinthebalance.org



Step 1: Change your lenses
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1. Kids do well if they can

2. Doing well is always 
preferable to not doing 
well, but only if you have 
the skills to cope

3. Your explanation guides 
your intervention

4. Be responsive to the hand 
you’ve been dealt
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Demands placed on a 
child

Source: Greene, 2013© PDA Society 2016

Child’s ability to cope
(tolerance)

Step 1: Change your lenses
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Demands placed on a 
child

Lagging skills

Source: Greene, 2013© PDA Society 2016

Child’s ability to cope
(tolerance)

Step 1: Change your lenses
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Demands placed on a 
child

Lagging skills

Challenging episodes occur when the demands placed upon a person 
outstrip their capacity to respond adaptively

Source: Greene, 2013© PDA Society 2016

Child’s ability to cope
(tolerance)

Step 1: Change your lenses
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Demands placed on a 
child

Lagging skills

Challenging episodes occur when the demands placed upon a person 
outstrip their capacity to respond adaptively

Source: Greene, 2013© PDA Society 2016

Child’s ability to cope
(tolerance)

Step 1: Change your lenses

It takes two to 
tango!!!!



Step 1: Change your lenses
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1. Executive skills

2. Language processing and 
communication skills

3. Emotion regulation skills

4. Cognitive flexibility skills

5. Social skills

Lagging skills
- The short list…

Source: Greene, 2013



Step 1: Change your lenses
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Lagging skills
- The long list…

__ Difficulty handling transitions, shifting from one mind set or task to another
__ Difficulty doing things in a logical sequence or prescribed order 

__ Difficulty persisting on challenging or tedious tasks
__ Poor sense of time 
__ Difficulty maintaining focus 
__ Difficulty considering the likely outcomes or consequences of actions (impulsive)
__ Difficulty considering a range of solutions to a problem 
__ Difficulty expressing concerns, needs, or thoughts in words 
__ Difficulty understanding what is being said
__ Difficulty managing emotional response to frustration so as to think rationally
__ Chronic irritability and/or anxiety significantly impede capacity for problem-solving or heighten frustration
__ Difficulty seeing the “greys”/concrete, literal, black-and-white, thinking
__ Difficulty deviating from rules, routine 
__ Difficulty handling unpredictability, ambiguity, uncertainty, novelty 
__ Difficulty shifting from original idea, plan, or solution
__ Difficulty taking into account situational factors that would suggest the need to adjust a plan of action
__ Inflexible, inaccurate interpretations/cognitive distortions or biases (e.g., “Everyone’s out to get me,” 

“Nobody likes me,” “You always blame me, “It’s not fair,” “I’m stupid”) 
__ Difficulty attending to or accurately interpreting social cues/poor perception of social nuances 
__ Difficulty starting conversations, entering groups, connecting with people/lacking other basic social skills
__ Difficulty seeking attention in appropriate ways 
__ Difficulty appreciating how his/her behaviour is affecting other people 
__ Difficulty empathizing with others, appreciating another person’s perspective or point of view 
__ Difficulty appreciating how s/he is coming across or being perceived by others
__ Sensory/motor difficulties

Source: Greene, 2013



Three Steps

68© PDA Society 2016 Source: 
www.livesinthebalance.org
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Demands placed on a 
child

Lagging skills

Unsolved problems:
The specific conditions when the demand outstrips the skills

Source: Greene, 2013© PDA Society 2016

Step 2: Unsolved Problems

Child’s ability to cope
(tolerance)



Step 2: Specific Unsolved Problems
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HOME:  
• Difficulty getting out of bed in the morning in time to get to school on time
• Difficulty getting started on or completing homework (specify assignment)
• Difficulty ending the video game to get ready for bed at night
• Difficulty agreeing with brother about what television show to watch after school
• Difficulty handling the feelings of seams in socks; 

SCHOOL:  
• Difficulty moving from free time to maths
• Difficulty sitting next to Josh during story time
• Difficulty raising hand during social studies discussions
• Difficulty getting started on project on tectonic plates in geography
• Difficulty standing in line for lunch 
• Difficulty getting along with Holly on the school bus
• Difficulty when losing in game at break

© PDA Society 2016 Source: Greene, 2013



Step 2: Unsolved Problems
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The specific expectations a child is having difficulty meeting. 

Unsolved problems should be free of adult theories and explanations; “split” (not 
“clumped”); and specific.

NOT:
• “Always disobeys me because he hates being wrong” – adult theory/explanation

• “He has a problem going to school” – clumped

• “Never does what he’s told” – it’s not specific

© PDA Society 2016 Source: Greene, 2013



Step 2: Unsolved Problems
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Introducing the Assessment of 
Lagging Skills and Unsolved 
Problems (ALSUP) worksheet

© PDA Society 2016 Source: www.livesinthebalance.org



Next: Prioritise
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 You can’t tackle everything at once

 So – focus on the most important first:

 Severity – which unsolved problems contribute to your 
child’s worst moments or safety issues?

 Frequency – which unsolved problems cause difficulties 
most often?

Source: Greene, 2013© PDA Society 2016



How do you approach problems?
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Plan A: Solve the problem unilaterally (impose your will)

Plan B: Solve the problem collaboratively

Plan C: Set the problem aside, for now

Source: Greene, 2013© PDA Society 2016



How do we approach problems?

75

Plan A: Solve the problem unilaterally
“I’ve decided that….”

• Plan A is unilateral
• Plan A involves the imposition of adult will, often accompanied 

by adult imposed consequences
• Plan A causes difficulties for the child
• Plan A provides no information about the factors making it 

difficult for a child to meet a given expectation
• Therefore, the solutions delivered by Plan A are “uninformed 

solutions”

Source: Greene, 2013© PDA Society 2016



How do we approach problems?
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Plan C: Set the problem aside, for now (prioritising)

• Emergency C: OK
• Proactive C:

- don’t bring it up
- agree is it something you want to return to

Dropping expectations (even temporarily) can be 
hard…. But can be worth it

Source: Greene, 2013© PDA Society 2016



How do we approach problems?
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Plan B: Solve the problem collaboratively

• Emergency B: 
- solving problems isn’t likely in heat of the moment so more 
useful for de-escalation

• Proactive B:
- more useful for creating solutions that will last

Source: Greene, 2013© PDA Society 2016



Three Steps

78© PDA Society 2016 Source: 
www.livesinthebalance.org



The Three Steps of Plan B
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1. Empathy step – information seeking

2. Define the adult concern step – sharing your 
perspective

3. Invitation step – brainstorming for collaborative 
solution

Source: Greene, 2013© PDA Society 2016



The Three Steps of Plan B
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1. Empathy Step – information seeking

2. Define the Problem Step – sharing your 
perspective

3. Invitation Step – brainstorming for collaborative 
solution

Source: Greene, 2013© PDA Society 2016

The goal is to work directly on the 
unsolved problems whilst indirectly

helping address the lagging skills



Key Themes
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• Emphasis is on problems (and solving them) 
rather than behaviours (and modifying them)

• Problem solving is collaborative rather than 
unilateral (something you are doing with the 
other person rather than to them)

• Problem solving is proactive rather than reactive

• Understanding comes before helping …. Indeed 
understanding is the most important part of 
helping

Source: Greene, 2013© PDA Society 2016



Education
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Schools have an obligation

83© PDA Society 2016

Children and Families Act 2016
“The local authority (LA) has a duty to consider how a child or young 
person can be supported to achieve the “best possible educational and 
other outcomes”. This reflects a new and higher level of outcome 
required by the new law than under the old system.” (source: IPSEA)

Equality Act 2010
Imposes a duty on the responsible body* not to discriminate against a 
disabled person plus additional duties to ensure that pupils are not 
substantially disadvantaged and to make reasonable adjustments (inc.
to policies and practices) for disabled pupils. 

* Usually the school



Children attend a wide variety of schools
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Mainstream state
funded

Specialist state funded
(e.g. ASD specific
school)
Mainstream
independent

Specialist independent
(e.g. ASD specific
school)
Home educated

School Refusing

Other (please specify)

Source: 2015 PDA for parents survey (138 parents)



Satisfaction with placement is varied
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0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

On a scale of 10-1 where 10 is highest and 1 is lowest please 
indicate your level of satisfaction with the educational provision 

made to your child in their current placement

Source: 2015 PDA for parents survey (138 parents)



A significant minority experience 
exclusions
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Has your child ever been 
temporarily excluded from school?

Never

1

2

3

4

5-9

More than 10
times

Has your child ever been 
permanently excluded from school?

Never

1

2

3

4 or more

Source: 2015 PDA for parents survey (138 parents)



About half of children have an EHC Plan

87© PDA Society 2016

Source: 2015 PDA for parents survey (138 parents)



35% have been refused EHC 
assessment or plan

88© PDA Society 2016

Not given

Given

In the cases where a parent 
was denied a plan, the reason:

 Said that the child was too 
intelligent

 Did not recognise PDA

 Required more evidence

 Considered themselves

to be meeting the child’s needs

Source: 2015 PDA for parents survey (138 parents)



PDA Children as Learners (1)
 Need to be in control

 Explosive and variable behaviour

 “Slipping under the radar”

 Very poor sense of self esteem 

 Expressed desire to be equal/better than others

89Source: Christie et al, 2012© PDA Society 2016



PDA Children as Learners(2)
 Desiring friendships but inadvertently sabotaging them

 Ambivalence about success and enjoyment

 Lack of permanence and transfer of learning and experience

 Very poor emotional regulation

 Extensive involvement in fantasy and role play

90Source: Christie et al, 2012© PDA Society 2016



Ideal School Characteristics
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 Genuine commitment to inclusion of the child

 Strong support from school leadership team

 Positive, creative and flexible outlook

 Commitment to working with family in supportive and 

open partnership

Source: Christie, 2013© PDA Society 2016



Best Practice Guidelines
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The Distinctive Clinical and Educational Needs of
Children with Pathological Demand Avoidance
Syndrome: Guidelines for Good Practice 
Phil Christie, UK
Taken from the Good Autism Practice Journal published by BILD, 2007, by kind permission

Make sure your school has a copy of these

Source: http://www.aettraininghubs.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/5.2-strategies-for-teaching-pupils-with-PDA.pdf 



Best Practice Guidelines: Summary
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Source: http://www.aettraininghubs.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/5.2-strategies-for-teaching-pupils-with-PDA.pdf 

Have a den 
or safe haven

Develop 
strategies to 

reduce anxiety

Build personal 
understanding 
and self esteem

Can use more 
complex 

language and 
humour

Be flexible 
and 

adaptable

Highly 
individualised 

style

Use drama and 
role play

Keep calm and 
level in 

emotions

Novelty and 
variety often 

effective

Build personal 
understanding 
and self esteem

The quality of 
relationship is 
fundamental

Disguise 
expectations

As few 
ground rules 
as possible
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